DESERT n- a dry region  v- to leave or abandon
DESSERT n- the final, sweet course of a meal

FORMALLY adv- in a proper or dignified manner
FORMERLY adv- previously, in the past

HEAR v- to receive sounds through the ears
HERE adv- at this place

ITS possessive form of IT
IT’S- contraction of IT IS

LEAD v- to go first, to guide
LED v- past tense of LEAD
LEAD n- graphite in a pencil; a heavy metal

LOOSE adj- free, not close together; not firmly fastened
LOSE v- to suffer loss of

MINER n- a worker in a mine
MINOR n- a person under legal age  adj- less in rank

MORAL adj- good, virtuous  n- a lesson of conduct
MORALE n- mental condition, spirit

PASSED v- past tense of pass; went by
PAST n- time gone by  adj- in a former time

PEACE n- calmness
Piece n- a part of something

PERSONAL adj- individual, private
PERSONNEL n- a group of people employed in the same work or service

PRINCIPAL n- the head of a school  adj- main or most important
PRINCIPLE n- a rule of conduct; a fact or general truth

QUIET adj- silent, still
QUITELY adv- completely, rather, very

SHONE v- past tense of shine; gave off light
SHOWN v- past participle of SHOW; brought into view

STATIONARY adj- in a fixed position
STATIONERY n- writing paper